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Addresses the challenges of managing critically ill obstetric patients, with chapters authored by intensivists/anesthesiologists and
obstetricians/maternal-fetal medicine specialists.
Pathophysiology – what is the cause? Clinical significance – what does it mean? Diagnosis and treatment – what is the predictive value?
These are questions that all clinicians should continue to ask themselves from the very beginning of medical training and throughout a lifetime
of practice. Organised by body system, Mechanisms of Clinical Signs 3e describes the underlying pathway, differential diagnoses and value
of the clinical signs seen during physical examination. Alphabetical listing of clinical signs Index by sign and conditions for easy reference
Additional flow diagrams Clinical Pearls highlighting important clinical signs Summary of the evidence Access to chapter-based MCQs
Access StudentConsult for: Clinical videos and audio of key signs Case-based MCQs An Enhanced eBook. The enhanced eBook allows the
end user to access all of the text, figures, and references from the book on a variety of devices.
Growing research shows that many children from immigrant and refugee families are not doing well in school, due in part to linguistic and
cultural disadvantages. Teaching dual-language learners requires cultural sensitivity, an understanding of language acquisition, and
intentional teaching strategies. Combining research and techniques, this resource helps early childhood educators support dual-language
learners as they develop the skills necessary for school readiness and success.
Physiology and Maintenance is a component of Encyclopedia of Biological, Physiological and Health Sciences in the global Encyclopedia of
Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of twenty one Encyclopedias. The Theme on Physiology and
Maintenance with contributions from distinguished experts in the field, discusses the functions of our body and their regulations which are
some of the most fascinating areas of science. The content of the theme is organized with state-of-the-art presentations covering the
following aspects of the subject: General Physiology; Enzymes: The Biological Catalysts of Life; Nutrition and Digestion; Renal Excretion;
Endocrinology; Respiration; Blood Circulation: Its Dynamics And Physiological Control; Locomotion in Sedentary Societies; Neurophysiology;
Plant Physiology and Environment : A Synopsis, which are then expanded into multiple subtopics, each as a chapter. These five volumes are
aimed at the following five major target audiences: University and College students Educators, Professional practitioners, Research
personnel and Policy analysts, managers, and decision makers and NGOs.
Emergency Medicine, 2nd Edition delivers all the relevant clinical core concepts you need for practice and certification, all in a
comprehensive, easy-to-absorb, and highly visual format. This well-regarded emergency medicine reference offers fast-access diagnosis and
treatment guidelines that quickly provide the pearls and secrets of your field, helping you optimize safety, efficiency, and quality in the ED as
well as study for the boards. Consult this title on your favorite e-reader with intuitive search tools and adjustable font sizes. Elsevier eBooks
provide instant portable access to your entire library, no matter what device you're using or where you're located. Get clear, concise
descriptions and evidence-based treatment guidelines for a full range of clinical conditions, ranging from the common to the unusual. Find the
information you need quickly with a highly visual format that features hundreds of full-color clinical photographs, illustrations, algorithms,
tables, and graphs, plus key information highlighted for fast reference. Consult high-yield text boxes in every chapter for Priority Actions,
Facts and Formulas, Documentation, Patient Teaching Tips, Red Flags, and Tips and Tricks. Make the most of your limited time with easy-todigest blocks of information, consistently presented for clear readability and quick reference. Study efficiently and effectively for the boards, or
rapidly consult this title in daily practice, thanks to well-organized chapters, a superb use of images and diagrams, and clinically relevant,
easy-to-understand content. Benefit from the knowledge and expertise of renowned educators, dedicated to compiling today’s best
knowledge in emergency medicine into one highly useful, readable text. Be prepared to manage increasingly prevalent problems seen in the
ED, such as emergent complications of fertility treatment and management of patients who have had bariatric surgery. Deliver high-quality
care to your younger patients with expanded pediatrics content. Stay up to date with new chapters on Clotting Disorders and Hemophilia,
Patient-Centered Care, Health Disparities and Diversity in Emergency Medicine, Cost-Effectiveness Analysis, Antibiotic Recommendations
for Empirical Treatment of Selected Infectious Diseases, and Cardiac Emergency Ultrasound: Evaluation for Pericardial Effusion & Cardiac
Activity. Access the complete contents of Emergency Medicine online, fully searchable, at www.expertconsult.com, with downloadable
images, tables and boxes, and expanded chapters, plus videos demonstrating ultrasound-guided vascular access, sonography for trauma,
and more.
Featuring brilliant art, engaging new case studies, and dynamic new teaching and learning resources, this 9th edition of Porth’s
Pathophysiology: Concepts of Altered Health States is captivating, accessible, and student-friendly while retaining the comprehensive,
nursing-focused coverage that has made it a market leader. The book’s unique emphasis on “concepts" of altered health states, as opposed
to factual descriptions of diseases and disorders, helps students grasp both the physical and psychological aspects of altered health. Drawing
on the expertise of new co-author Sheila Grossman, the Ninth Edition maintains its comprehensive depth, while paring down content where
appropriate and replacing descriptive content with striking art. (Approximately 600 illustrations are new or have been re-rendered in a
consistent modern style.) Also new to this edition are advanced 3D narrated animations that address the most clinically relevant and difficult
to understand disorders, engaging unit-opening case studies that reinforce critical thinking and set the tone for the content to come, and a
wide range of built-in study tools. Now, for the first time, Porth’s Pathophysiology is supported by PrepU, an adaptive learning system that
help students learn more, while giving instructors the data they need to monitor each student’s progress, strengths, and weaknesses.
The endocrine system, comprised of a number of hormone-secreting glands, is vital to the functioning of the human body. In addition to its
role in reproductive activity, the endocrine system regulates tissue growth, responses to injury and stress, and helps maintain necessary
levels of chemicals throughout the body. This detailed volume carefully examines the major glands of the endocrine system as well as the
consequences of its dysfunction and disorder.
What psychological and environmental forces have an impact on health? How does behavior contribute to wellness or illness? This
comprehensive volume answers these questions and others with a state-of-the-art overview of theory, research, and practice at the interface
of psychology and health. Leading experts from multiple disciplines explore how health and health behaviors are shaped by a wide range of
psychological processes and social-environmental factors. The book describes exemplary applications in the prevention and clinical
management of today's most pressing health risks and diseases, including coronary heart disease, depression, diabetes, cancer, chronic
pain, obesity, sleep disturbances, and smoking. Featuring succinct, accessible chapters on critical concepts and contemporary issues, the
Handbook integrates psychological perspectives with cutting-edge work in preventive medicine, epidemiology, public health, genetics,
nursing, and the social sciences.
The well respected textbook Pathophysiology: Concepts of Altered Health States has now been fully adapted for Canadian undergraduate
nursing and health professions students. Like the original text, this Canadian edition includes a review of anatomy and physiology and
treatment information for commonly occurring disease states. Pediatric, geriatric, and pregnancy deviations are integrated throughout and
highlighted with icons for easy identification. Canadian content includes Canadian healthcare statistics regarding incidence; cultural
variations, with a focus on native population and largest immigrant populations; Canadian research and researchers; Canadian treatment
protocols and guidelines; and commonly occurring disease concerns based on Canadian statistics.
Focusing on a public health problem affecting millions of people of all ages, the second edition of Concussive Brain Trauma: Neurobehavioral
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Impairment and Maladaptation reflects Dr. Rolland S. Parker's more than 25 years of neuropsychological practice and research in traumatic
brain injury and stress, and his prior experience as a clinical psychologist. Unique in its coverage of the personality changes, family
dysfunction, and stress that often occur in the wake of concussive brain trauma, this book uses case examples to illustrate persistent and
acute alterations of consciousness, as well as cognitive, mood, personality, and social effects of head injury in order to guide appropriate
treatment. With six additional chapters, this edition covers: Post-concussive syndrome, biomechanical causes of trauma, and acute and
chronic phases of co-morbid brain and somatic injury The physiological basis for behavior and posttraumatic dysregulation of systems
Disorders related to pain, sensation, and motor activities Headaches, consciousness, cognition, cerebral personality, and psychodynamic
disorders Developmental effects of children's concussive injury Blast injuries characteristic of modern war Unfamiliar signs not included in the
usual list of post-concussive symptoms With a firm multi-disciplinary foundation, this book aids the concerned practitioner in rendering a more
complete and accurate assessment, recognizing gaps in prior documentation, and conducting a more complete examination to acquire
omitted information. It also shows how to achieve the benefit of higher accuracy in assessing disability, planning rehabilitation, and offering
compensation. The book stands alone as an in-depth, authoritative guide to closed head injury and traumatic brain injury.
Tarascon Adult Endocrinology Pocketbook is a convenient reference guide that provides a comprehensive review of major endocrine topics
along with a succinct presentation of physiology, pathophysiology, and diagnostic and management strategies in endocrinology. Endocrine
topics include: Pituitary, thyroid, and adrenal disorders Male and female reproduction Diabetes and obesity Calcium metabolism and
osteoporosis Tarascon Adult Endocrinology Pocketbook is a must-have tool for practicing primary care physicians as well as medical
students, residents and endocrinology fellows."
The Washington Manual(tm) Subspecialty Consult Series Prepared by specialty fellows and faculty in the Department of Medicine at
Washington University School of Medicine--and reviewed by attending physicians in each field--each volume in this renowned series delivers
the on-the-spot help you need to provide quality patient management. Right from the initial call, you'll learn how to take a patient history, how
to interpret exam findings, what tests to order, how to complete the workup, and how to formulate an effective management plan. The Third
Edition of The Washington Manual of Endocrinology Subspecialty Consult continues to provide the practical, stepwise guidance you've come
to trust from The Washington Manual(tm) and has been fully updated to include current and practical approaches to the endocrine disorders
most often seen in clinical consultation. * Emphasis on key approaches to evaluation and treatment helps you hone diagnostic skills, broaden
therapeutic options, and improve outcomes * Core subject areas include diabetes, thyroid disease, pituitary disorders, and bone topics.
Chapters on obesity, vitamin D, lipids, HIV/AIDS, and polyendocrine syndromes complement the core subjects * Key points to remember in
each chapter deliver vital diagnostic and treatment information * Clinical pearls highlighted in bold let you benefit from the experience of
seasoned clinicians NEW to the Third Edition... * Updated content addresses the latest developments in the pathophysiology and treatment of
endocrine disorders * Updated drug dosing information helps you keep pace with the latest indications and standards * New chapter
addresses inpatient management of diabetes
Today, there are more than 23 million diabetics in the United States and with that number expected to rise drastically over the next decade
the nation is faced with a health crisis of epidemic proportions. For those personally afflicted by this debilitating disease the everyday
challenges can often seem overwhelming. In Diabetes and You, Dr. Naheed Ali offers both hope and empowerment to these sufferers and
their families. Using the latest findings in clinical and physician studies, this book helps diabetics to successfully combat this disease and its
symptoms on a number of fronts. Ali offers not only a hopeful perspective but also new and practical ways to confront and live with this
condition. The full scope of diabetes-from its causes to its prevention and from the newest methods of treatment to the effects of diet and
mental heath-is introduced in simple, non-technical language accessible to all readers. Diabetes and You is both state-of-the-art and user
friendly, and emphasizes a whole body approach to this increasingly common, high-profile disease. As a physician and medical lecturer with
a long association within the health care industry, Ali presents detailed advice to make coping with diabetes much simpler and easier than
ever before. The reader is introduced to groundbreaking information on the risk factors associated with diabetes, the signs and symptoms,
the different types of the disease, and how it can crop up in juvenile health. Diabetes and You will motivate diabetics to fight their condition in
new and effective ways.
This updated and revised 2nd edition of Drug Benefits and Risks is an inclusive reference exploring the scientific basis and practice of drug
therapy. The key concept is to look at the balance between the benefits and risks of drugs, but in this context also highlighting the social
impact which drugs have in modern societies. Taking an evidence-based approach to the problem, the practice of clinical pharmacology and
pharmacotherapy in the developing as well as the developed world is examined. For this purpose the book covers general clinical
pharmacology, pharmacology of various drug groups and the treatments specific to various diseases; the book gives guidance on how
doctors should act so that drugs can be used effectively and safely; and it encourages the rational use of drugs in society. This publication
brings together a large amount of excellent content that will be invaluable for anyone working within, or associated with, the field of clinical
pharmacology and pharmacotherapy - undergraduates, postgraduates, regulatory authorities and the pharmaceutical industry.
With emphasis placed on a multidisciplinary approach, Fundamentals of Applied Pathophysiology highlights the importance of contemporary,
safe, and effective practice in an environment in which the delivery of care is constantly evolving.
A practical road map to the key families of biomaterials and their potential applications in clinical therapeutics, Introduction to Biomaterials,
Second Edition follows the entire path of development from theory to lab to practical application. It highlights new biocompatibility issues,
metrics, and statistics as well as new legislation for intellectual property. Divided into four sections (Biology, Biomechanics, Biomaterials
Interactions; Biomaterials Testing, Statistics, Regulatory Considerations, Intellectual Property; Biomaterials Compositions; and Biomaterials
Applications), this dramatically revised edition includes both new and revised chapters on cells, tissues, and signaling molecules in wound
healing cascades, as well as two revised chapters on standardized materials testing with in vitro and in vivo paradigms consistent with
regulatory guidelines. Emphasizing biocompatibility at the biomaterial-host interface, it investigates cell-cell interactions, cell-signaling and the
inflammatory and complement cascades, specific interactions of protein-adsorbed materials, and other inherent biological constraints
including solid-liquid interfaces, diffusion, and protein types. Unique in its inclusion of the practicalities of biomaterials as an industry, the book
also covers the basic principles of statistics, new U.S. FDA information on the biomaterials-biology issues relevant to patent applications, and
considerations of intellectual property and patent disclosure. With nine completely new chapters and 24 chapters extensively updated and
revised with new accomplishments and contemporary data, this comprehensive introduction discusses 13 important classes of biomaterials,
their fundamental and applied research, practical applications, performance properties, synthesis and testing, potential future applications,
and commonly matched clinical applications. The authors include extensive references, to create a comprehensive, yet manageable didactic
work that is an invaluable desk references and instructional text for undergraduates and working professionals alike.
A new and updated version of this best-selling resource! Jones and Bartlett Publisher's 2011 Nurse's Drug Handbook is the most up-to-date,
practical, and easy-to-use nursing drug reference! It provides: Accurate, timely facts on hundreds of drugs from abacavir sulfate to Zyvox;
Concise, consistently formatted drug entries organized alphabetically; No-nonsense writing style that speaks your language in terms you use
everyday; Index of all generic, trade, and alternate drug names for quick reference. It has all the vital information you need at your fingertips:
Chemical and therapeutic classes, FDA pregnancy risk category and controlled substance schedule; Indications and dosages, as well as
route, onset, peak, and duration information; Incompatibilities, contraindications; interactions with drugs, food, and activities, and adverse
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reactions; Nursing considerations, including key patient-teaching points; Vital features include mechanism-of-action illustrations showing how
drugs at the cellular, tissue, or organ levels and dosage adjustments help individualize care for elderly patients, patients with renal
impairment, and others with special needs; Warnings and precautions that keep you informed and alert.
Based on the popular review course from Harvard Medical School, The Brigham Intensive Review of Internal Medicine, 3rd Edition, provides
in-depth coverage on all specialties of internal medicine, as well as palliative care, occupational medicine, psychiatry, and geriatric medicine.
Ideal for preparing for certification or recertification, this highly regarded review tool keeps you up to date with tremendous changes in the
field, incorporating detailed discussions in every chapter, essential learning points, more than 600 review questions, numerous tables and
figures, and more. Includes three new chapters: Sedation Agitation-Sleep Deprviation; Hepatitis B and C; and Evaluation of the Dyspneic
Patient. Features a brand new, full-color design with all-new diagrams and color photos. Provides extensively revised information throughout,
including more MOC-focused content.
Medical and Health Sciences is a component of Encyclopedia of Biological, Physiological and Health Sciences in the global Encyclopedia of
Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of twenty one Encyclopedias. These volume set contains several
chapters, each of size 5000-30000 words, with perspectives, applications and extensive illustrations. It carries state-of-the-art knowledge in
the fields of Medical and Health Sciences and is aimed, by virtue of the several applications, at the following five major target audiences:
University and College Students, Educators, Professional Practitioners, Research Personnel and Policy Analysts, Managers, and Decision
Makers and NGOs.
Comprehensive resource providing latest information on diagnosis and management of thyroid disorders. Covers medical and surgical
treatment of both benign and malignant conditions.
The female patient with chronic kidney disease often requires care that differs from the male patient. Particularly in the pregnant patient, a
specialized body of knowledge is required to provide optimal care. This book focuses on such issues encountered during pregnancy including
physiology and pathophysiology of pregnancy, hypertension, preeclampsia, various electrolyte disorders, nephrolithiasis, pharmacological
management in the pregnant patient with kidney disease and during breastfeeding, acute kidney and chronic kidney disease, dialysis of the
pregnant patient, lupus nephritis, thrombotic microangiopathy, glomerular disease management, use of renal biopsy during pregnancy, care
of the female transplant patient, contraceptive counseling and postpartum care, various endocrine disorders, and bone disease in the female
patient with chronic kidney disease. This book features the latest evidence and clinical approaches for the beginner or for the experienced
practitioners who care for pregnant woman or even for those who require expertise in women’s health. Written by experts in the field,
Obstetric and Gynecologic Nephrology: Women’s Health Issues in the Patient with Kidney Disease is a valuable resource for clinicians and
practitioners involved in the care and treatment of obstetric and gynecologic patients afflicted with kidney disease.
A robust understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms behind clinical signs is crucial for medical students and junior doctors. Being
able to accurately identify the clinical sequelae of disease during physical examination and connecting cause with consequence is the first
step in correct diagnosis and treatment. For example, a patient with rheumatoid arthritis has distinctive hand changes, a patient with
Parkinson's disease has a particular tremor, and a patient with liver disease may present with red palms. Each of these signs has a
mechanism or pathway which results in the characteristic presentation. Currently, in medical school tutorial groups, time is set aside to
discuss mechanisms of clinical signs and disease processes. However, current textbooks on clinical examination are mainly organized by
disease systems and disease states. This new book bridges the gap between identification of clinical signs and understanding the causes
behind them.
An Introduction to Human Disease: Pathology and Pathophysiology Correlations, Ninth Edition provides students with a clear and wellillustrated explanation of the structural and functional changes associated with disease, the clinical manifestations of disease, and how to
determine treatment. Ideal for Pathology, Pathophysiology, or Human Disease courses, the first part of the text deals with general concepts
and with diseases affecting the body as a whole. The second part considers the various organ systems and their diseases. Ancillaries For
Instructors PowerPoint Presentations, an Instructor’s Manual, a Test Bank, and an Image Bank. All materials are formatted for online course
management systems. For Students The companion website is accessible to students through the redeemable access code provided in
every new text. It offers useful study tools and activities including Crossword Puzzles, an Interactive Glossary, Practice Quizzes, Web Links,
and more.
Written by Washington University residents, fellows, and endocrine faculty, this handbook is ideal for students, housestaff, and fellows
involved in inpatient and outpatient endocrinology consults. It presents practical approaches to endocrine disorders commonly seen in
consultation, with emphasis on key components of evaluation and treatment. This Second Edition has been thoroughly updated with the
latest information on pathophysiology, treatment, and drug dosing. New chapters cover obesity, vitamin D deficiency, autoimmune
polyendocrine syndromes, and endocrine disorders in HIV/AIDS. Key points are bulleted for easy reference and clinical pearls are highlighted
in bold-faced type. The Washington Manual® is a registered mark belonging to Washington University in St. Louis to which international legal
protection applies. The mark is used in this publication by LWW under license from Washington University.

The twin epidemics of obesity and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) continue to affect an ever increasing number of
children, adolescents, and young adults. Management of Pediatric Obesity and Diabetes provides healthcare trainees
and professionals with practical, comprehensive, and contemporary approaches to the pediatric patient at risk for obesity,
T2DM, and related conditions. A unique guide on the subject, this volume provides clinical paradigms for diagnosis and
management of pediatric T2DM and related conditions, while succinctly describing state-of-the-art basic and clinical
sciences underlying these problems. The chapters in this volume are independent and concise. Each chapter focuses on
a key clinical issue or mechanism of disease. Providing practical, data-driven resources based upon the totality of the
evidence, this important text helps the reader understand the basics of pediatric obesity and T2DM and implement
strategies to prevent and treat obesity and diabetes in children and adolescents. Management of Pediatric Obesity and
Diabetes provides health professionals across many areas of research and practice with up-to-date, well-referenced, and
comprehensive evidence on identification, treatment, and prevention of these chronic, serious, metabolic diseases in
children. This volume will serve the reader as the most authoritative resource in the field to date.
This is the tenth edition of the authoritative API Textbook of Medicine, completely revised, updated and expanded, with
28 brand new chapters. The textbook is comprised of two volumes, divided into 29 sections. Beginning with an
introduction to the practice of medicine, and a disease profile and epidemiology of communicable and non-communicable
diseases, each subsequent section covers a separate medical specialty. The second section on ‘Clinical Approach to
Key Manifestation’ has been expanded with six new chapters, including the appropriate selection of imaging modalities.
Other new topics in this edition include advanced cardiac life support system, life-style changes in the management of
diabetes, diabetes in the elderly, prevention of cardiovascular disease, acute and chronic pancreatitis, and tumours of the
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liver. Chapters on chronic and sleep-related pulmonary disorders have been completely re-written to highlight their
increased prevalence, and a new chapter on pulmonary rehabilitation has been added. An entirely new section on the
‘Future of Medicine’ including regenerative medicine, nanotechnology and nanomedicine, robotic surgery, and an
introduction to ‘space medicine’, brings the API Textbook of Medicine to its conclusion. With 1090 full colour images and
illustrations, spanning over 3000 pages, this all-encompassing textbook is a comprehensive guide to the practice of
medicine, brought fully up-to-date for physicians, surgeons and post-graduate medical students. Key Points New edition
of this comprehensive, two volume textbook Fully revised, updated and expanded with 28 new chapters New section on
the future of medicine 1090 full colour images and illustrations Previous edition published 2012
Professional Guide to Pathophysiology, Third Edition, combines the best of a diseases reference with the best of a fullcolor atlas in one clinical reference for every practice setting. This comprehensive guide focuses on the pathophysiologic
developments behind more than 400 disorders across all body systems, so the practitioner fully understands the
pathophysiologic rationale behind focused assessments, behind patient signs and symptoms, behind the kinds of tests
that are done, and behind the treatments that are given. Now in full color throughout, the book features hundreds of
illustrations depicting anatomical structures and pathophysiological processes, as well as scores of informative tables
and flowcharts. P>
One of the most popular texts for board certification programs In our affluent and aging population, endocrine disorders
such as diabetes are on the rise This Lange book is the perfect complement to McGraw-Hill's Endocrinology &
Metabolism, the definitive reference in the field 300+ illustrations
This book is a comprehensive guide to emergency and trauma care covering the complete process, from pre-hospital
care, rapid and point of care assessment, and triaging, to care of the patient during transfer, and in-hospital care.
Beginning with a general overview of emergency care and resuscitation, the following sections discuss the treatment of
emergencies and trauma in different systems of the body. A complete section is dedicated to paediatric emergencies.
The final chapters cover trauma management, toxicology, disaster management, and environmental emergencies such
as thermal and chemical burns, and snake bites. The descriptive text is further enhanced by more than 700 flowcharts,
tables, diagrams, clinical photographs, and short notes to assist learning. Key points Comprehensive guide to emergency
and trauma care Covers management of emergencies in different systems of the body Includes section on paediatric
emergencies Highly illustrated with flowcharts, tables, diagrams, photographs and short notes
The book offers a comprehensive and timely overview of advanced mathematical tools for both uncertainty analysis and
modeling of parallel processes, with a special emphasis on intuitionistic fuzzy sets and generalized nets. The different
chapters, written by active researchers in their respective areas, are structured to provide a coherent picture of this
interdisciplinary yet still evolving field of science. They describe key tools and give practical insights into and research
perspectives on the use of Atanassov's intuitionistic fuzzy sets and logic, and generalized nets for describing and dealing
with uncertainty in different areas of science, technology and business, in a single, to date unique book. Here, readers
find theoretical chapters, dealing with intuitionistic fuzzy operators, membership functions and algorithms, among other
topics, as well as application-oriented chapters, reporting on the implementation of methods and relevant case studies in
management science, the IT industry, medicine and/or education. With this book, the editors wish to pay homage to
Professor Krassimir Todorov Atanassov for his pioneering work on both generalized nets and intuitionistic fuzzy set.
The discipline of Endocrinology encompasses diabetes and obesity, two of the most common and pressing health care
concerns today. The Oxford American Handbook of Endocrinology & Diabetes concisely reviews the entire discipline,
providing a wealth of daily help for students and residents managing patients with diabetes and obesity as well as
reproductive and neuroendocrine disorders, pediatric endocrinology, and problems of the thyroid, pituitary, and adrenal
glands. Key topics such as genetics, therapeutic agents, and results of major clinical trials are included, all in a compact
and easily-navigable package.
There has been a recent surge of interest within the world of endocrine surgery in the US and worldwide with resultant
significant changes on the way surgery is performed. Where before a 5-7 year period was taken for a general surgeon,
after which the medic would take a 1 year residency then a fellowship, now they are looking at 3 years core surgery and
then going straight to specialise, opening up the discipline to more people. The book is a valuable tool for those revising
for board examinations and Fellowship examinations. The text, compiled by expert authors from the USA, Europe and
Asia, provides an international perspective on the basic knowledge and clinical management.
A fully-revised new edition of Australia and New Zealand’s most highly esteemed medical-surgical nursing text. The thoroughly revised third
edition of Lewis’s Medical–Surgical Nursing builds on the respected quality content of its previous editions. Authored by Di Brown and Helen
Edwards with contributions from an impressive pedigree of leading academics and clinical experts, this latest edition cements Lewis’s
position as the region’s premier medical-surgical nursing textbook. Fully updated, this hardback nursing text reflects recent changes in
clinical nursing practice in Australia and New Zealand. Its local focus is strengthened by up-to-date research, data, policies, procedures and
guidelines with an emphasis on current issues. All text in Lewis’s Medical–Surgical Nursing is underpinned by evidence-based practice with
an emphasis on the pathophysiological mechanisms of disease. Lewis’s Medical–Surgical Nursing 3e provides nurses in Australia and New
Zealand with clear and concise guidance on the assessment and management of conditions. The content is arranged by body systems and
addresses myriad conditions relevant to medical-surgical nursing, including respiratory problems, cardiovascular disease, cancer,
gastrointestinal problems, renal and urological problems, reproductive problems, movement and coordination and emergency care. Lewis’s
Medical–Surgical Nursing 3e by Brown and Edwards is accompanied by an impressive suite of resources for instructors and students
including a test bank, image banks and PowerPoint slides available on Elsevier’s Evolve website. Also available for purchase separately are
companion publications Simulation Learning System for Lewis's Medical-Surgical Nursing (9780729541060 AU $89.95) ANZ adaptation by
Karen Wotton & Mark Neill and Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing 2e (9780729539968 AU $ 49.95) by Gayle McKenzie and
Tanya Porter together form a highly comprehensive learning package. • Learning Objectives • Key Terms • Each section is organised into
two themes: Assessment and Management • Assessment chapters focus on the body systems; outlining anatomy and physiology, health
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history and physical assessment skills • Management chapters focus on pathophysiology, clinical manifestations, collaborative care and
nursing management of disease and disorders • Features boxes include: o Nursing Research o Evidence Based Practice o Clinical Practice
o Health Promotion o Complementary and Alternative therapies o Health Disparities • Tables featuring the most up-to-date data for ANZ •
Boxed information across a range of nursing care issues • Nursing care plans • Case studies accompanied by critical thinking questions •
Multiple choice review questions at the end of each chapter • Extensive References and Online Resources listed at the end of each chapter
for further research • Evolve and resources
This authoritative, thorough volume provides in-depth coverage on all specialties of internal medicine, as well as palliative care, occupational
medicine, psychiatry, and geriatric medicine.
Thirty years ago, the group of Baulieu and colleagues discovered that certain steroid hormones were present in higher amounts in the brain
than in the plasma, and also found that suppression of circulating steroids by adrenalectomy and castration did not affect the concentration of
pregnenolone, dehydroepiandrosterone and their sulfate esters in the rat brain. These seminal observations led to the concept that the brain,
in very much the same way as the adrenal cortex, testis, ovary and placenta, was capable of synthesizing steroids. These brain born steroids,
called neurosteroids, have been found to exert a vast array of biological activities. A number of steroidogenic enzymes have now been
identified in the central nervous system by immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization, and the neuronal and hormonal mechanisms
regulating the biosynthesis of neurosteroids have been partially elucidated. The aim of this Research Topic is to celebrate three decades of
research on neurosteroids by gathering a bouquet of review papers and original articles from leading scientists in the flourishing field of
neurosteroids.
Providing a practical, current, evidence-based approach to all aspects of perioperative care for the patient with vascular disease, this title is
an essential read for all vascular anaesthetists, anaesthetic nurses and all those involved in the care of vascular patients throughout the
world.
Written by a Clinical Nurse Specialist for Clinical Nurse Specialists, this text explores the expanding roles and responsibilities of the
CNS—from core competencies and theoretical foundations for practice to caring for the hospitalized adult to shaping the healthcare system
through the CNS’s spheres of influence.
Groundbreaking, comprehensive, and developed by a panel of leading international experts in the field, Textbook of Assisted Reproduction
provides a multidisciplinary overview of the diagnosis and management of infertility, which affects 15% of all couples around the world. The
book aims to cover all aspects of assisted reproduction. Particular attention is given to topics such as the assessment of infertile couples;
assisted reproductive techniques (ARTs) including ovulation induction, intra uterine insemination (IUI), in vitro fertilization (IVF) and
intracytoplasmic sperm injection (clinical and laboratory aspects); reproductive genetics; and obstetric and perinatal outcomes.
This pocket handbook is geared towards surgical endocrinologists in training but will also be useful as a quick reference to the practicing
endocrine surgeon or the resident in training during their surgical endocrinology rotation. It provides the essential information physicians need
to aid them in the evaluation and management of patients with both straightforward and complex endocrine problems. This book contains
practical information about how to order, perform, and interpret laboratory assessments, diagnostic tests and imaging tests, as well as useful
treatment algorithms to aid in the care of patients with endocrine disorders.
The API (Association of Physicians of India) Textbook of Medicine consists of 28 sections across two comprehensive volumes covering a
wide range of medical disorders. Fully revised and with 1588 images, illustrations and tables, this new edition has many new chapters on
topics including nanotechnology and nano-medicine, and clinical approach to key manifestations. Each section is dedicated to a different
medical phenomenon, including clinical pharmacology, endocrinology, dermatology, infectious diseases and nutrition. Also included is online
access to teaching modules for teachers and students, questions and answers, an atlas/image bank, echocardiography and video EEG and
common medical procedures with voice over.
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